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Summary

In making decisions about reconstruction, the Ukrainian people and their government will face trade-offs regarding timelines, prioritization of efforts, leadership, and funding:

• The decision of when to start reconstruction brings about a trade-off between the need to respond to public demand while also accounting for the uncertainty of war. The Ukrainian people want the government to restore normal life quickly, but doing so while armed conflict is still active might drain resources with little improvement in people’s lives.

• The decision of who and what to prioritize will involve weighing the demand to start reconstruction quickly against the risk of inequitable access to resources and the potential long-term consequences. If the sources of reconstruction funds dry out before frontline regions can be rebuilt, and if there is a clear disparity between these regions and the rest of the country, national unity might crumble.

• The decision of who should direct reconstruction reveals a trade-off between sovereignty, capacity, and the risk of corruption. Sovereignty requires the Ukrainian government to take charge; however, the problem of corruption persists. Local communities enjoy the most trust and the best understanding of needs but lack capacity to handle large projects.

• The decision of who should pay for reconstruction is a trade-off between the speed, sovereignty, and the long-term effects of that reconstruction. Private capital can bring speed at the cost of sovereignty. International institutions bring oversight but operate slowly.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Russia’s 2022 full-scale invasion of Ukraine was a major escalation of an ongoing low-intensity conflict dating back to 2014. For the past eight years, Ukraine defended itself, reconciling national defense needs with the demand for modernization and reforms in the civilian sector. Now the stakes are higher and the challenges bigger. With its damage to communities, economy, and infrastructure, the resulting armed conflict forced the country to plan its own rebuilding, and the success or failure of recovery efforts will determine how future generations of Ukrainians judge this war and their sacrifices. Put simply, President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said, “Ukraine is fighting for its future” (President of Ukraine, 2022g). Reconstruction could deliver that future not by reconstituting prewar status but by building a modern economy and resilience toward future challenges: climate change, pandemics, and the ever-looming Russian threat. At the same time, Kyiv will face an even more acute trade-off between military and civilian needs. Therefore, choosing the right path to move forward requires careful deliberation. The experience of the past eight years proved useful for those resisting the Russian invasion. First and foremost, Kyiv immediately framed the Russo-Ukrainian War as a fight for the future of the next generations in a modern European state. Zelenskyy made the first mention of the future rebuilding of Ukraine in his speech on February 26, 2022 (President of Ukraine, 2022g), just two days after the start of the full-scale invasion. By mid-March, reconstruction became a prominent theme of the president’s speeches, and the first legislation regulating rebuilding efforts was signed into law. In April 2022, Ukraine established the National Recovery Council and, in early May, launched the United24 global initiative with an online platform to raise funds to rebuild Ukraine (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2022). In early July 2022, Ukraine presented its preliminary Recovery and Development Plan during the international Ukraine Recovery Conference in Lugano, Switzerland (National Recovery Council, 2022).

Even though the war continues as of early 2023, it is apparent that planning for postconflict recovery efforts is already well underway. Ukraine’s postwar recovery has received significant attention from expert communities, policymakers, and academics. Some reports already offer specific recommendations (Ganster et al., 2022). However, there is little discussion about the ramifications of pursuing some recovery options over others. This report aims to address that

---

1 For the purposes of this report the terms rebuilding, recovery, and reconstruction are used interchangeably. While we acknowledge that there are meaningful differences, the discussion of these is beyond the scope of this effort, which generally focuses on postconflict and postdisaster processes. Additionally, Ukraine’s government has treated them as synonyms. Since we relied on Ukraine’s statements and documents for our analysis, we did so as well. However, we recognize the disconnect that creates between our work here and broader disaster-related literature, given the different definitions and, especially, the timeline each of these words represents. For the purposes of this report, we discuss only rebuilding, recovery, or reconstruction efforts that can be explicitly and substantially tied to the Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022, whether they take place immediately or years into the future.
gap. Consequently, rather than charting a possible path forward, we shifted our attention to the
decision space within which those adopting recovery decisions will operate.

Recovery decisions will likely be adopted under uncertain circumstances and with many
constraints. Given the scale of war damage to communities and the economy and the threat of
future attacks, reconstruction needs will be enormous and the resources limited. Generations of
Ukrainians will feel the impact of choices made and not made. There will be winners and losers
of each decision. The actors in Ukraine face a decision space in rebuilding efforts that brings
with it a set of questions about priorities and trade-offs dealing with matters of who controls and
funds recovery, whom it serves, and where efforts are directed first. Many trade-offs and their
second- and third-order consequences are hard to anticipate, but existing literature can shed light
on some of them. We believe that understanding the trade-offs embedded in recovery choices
can improve the decisions themselves and contribute to the process’s transparency and integrity.
These qualities will be critical to support national unity and trust in the government in wartime.

This report highlights some of the lessons from disaster scholarship and past recovery
examples to inform Ukrainian postwar rebuilding, approaching the results of the armed conflict
as a nationwide disaster. A comprehensive road map for Ukraine would require working with
stakeholders in Ukraine and is thus outside the scope of this research. This report will instead
propose a preliminary decision space that the Ukrainian people and their government will face
when choosing the future course of action. This disaster scholarship—largely pragmatic, policy-
focused research conducted by colleagues at the RAND Corporation and theories and concepts
from disaster risk reduction literature—shows that risk and vulnerability develop in similar ways
in both armed conflict and natural hazard–related disasters (Peters, 2021).

Although causal pathways are numerous and complex, an approach to recovery efforts that
leverages the underlying vulnerability, the root of disaster risk reduction scholarship, can provide
decisionmakers with the information needed to make evidence-based policy choices that help
Ukraine and Ukrainians not only recover but advance toward a more prosperous and equitable
future. Key decisionmakers have already shown themselves willing to engage with this literature
and the lessons it provides, notably in the Ukrainian government’s use of and focus on the build
back better concepts of postdisaster recovery. This concept was laid out in a 2006 report on
international tsunami recovery and drew on work and statements from years prior (Fernandez
Ahmed, 2006). It has since been incorporated into subsequent United Nations (UN) disaster risk
reduction frameworks and aims to use recovery efforts to address vulnerabilities a disaster might
expose (Fernandez and Ahmed, 2019).

We also aim with this report to consolidate RAND’s contribution to research in this space.
While we cite a wide variety of sources and attempt to place our work in the broader context of
disaster and postconflict research, we specifically point out RAND work in the report’s text,
where warranted.

In this report, we first briefly discuss the 2022 war damage to communities and the economy.
Next, we present some of the lessons learned from past reconstruction and recovery efforts
around the world and how they apply to Ukraine’s situation. Specifically, we outline some of the best practices, known trade-offs, risks, and shortcomings of existing literature when addressing Ukraine’s needs with respect to four questions: When does reconstruction start? How should efforts prioritize people, locations, and other projects? Who should direct reconstruction? Who should fund reconstruction? We conclude by summarizing the trade-offs that Ukraine’s government will face in pursuing its recovery efforts.
Chapter 2. Taking Stock of War Damage

While infrastructure damage is often the focus of reconstruction efforts, infrastructure does not exist in a vacuum. It enables economic activity and serves communities’ well-being. Its rebuilding requires an effective government that can mobilize and allocate financial resources. Therefore, to understand the scope of recovery needs and Ukraine’s capacity to respond, we briefly discuss the situation in Ukraine as affected by Russia’s 2022 full-scale assault.

Displacement and Damage to Communities

Ukraine is paying an enormous human price for Russia’s war. It remains challenging to measure the exact number of individuals who have suffered in one way or another. First, the ongoing war limits opportunities to verify data. The fog of war and the battle of narratives obscure the information coming from both sides. Second, the last census in Ukraine was held in 2001 (the next one was planned for 2023, with preparations to start in 2022), making it difficult to understand the baseline population (State Statistics Service of Ukraine, undated). The UN and other international organizations have attempted to estimate population and economic trends.

This war’s most drastic and immediate effect on Ukraine’s population is the displacement of millions from their homes and communities. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) used data on border crossings to estimate the number of those who left Ukraine since the start of the full-scale invasion (UNHCR, undated). Many were welcomed by Poland and other neighboring countries, where they were provided not only aid for immediate needs but also longer-lasting programs established by the neighboring countries that created legal grounds for Ukrainians to live; find employment; attend schools for children; and receive support for vulnerable groups, such as pensioners (European Council and Council of the European Union, undated). These programs were essential for Ukrainians who were forced to flee, leaving everything they had behind. The programs also helped to sustain the morale of those who stayed in Ukraine and either joined the Armed Forces of Ukraine to defend the territory or resisted the invasion militarily, economically, and ideologically.

However, even the most comprehensive support still left many with the strong desire to reunite with relatives who stayed in Ukraine. The most-cited reasons for wishing to return to Ukraine included reuniting with men (who were not allowed to leave the territory) and reuniting with elderly family members (who, according to anecdotal evidence reported by various media outlets, never chose to leave) (De Freytas-Tamura, 2022; UNHCR Regional Bureau for Europe, 2022). While the data on border crossings are likely to include the same individuals traveling multiple times (for instance, the volunteers purchasing supplies abroad and delivering them to
the front line [“Behind the Frontlines, Ukrainians Find World of Ways to Help,” 2022]), the number of those returning to and staying in Ukraine is increasing at a pace similar to exits (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Number of Ukrainians Displaced Since the Start of Russia’s Full-Scale Invasion

![Graph showing the number of Ukrainians displaced](image)

SOURCE: Data on border crossings from UNHCR, undated; data on internally displaced persons (IDPs) from International Organization for Migration, undated.

The data on internally displaced persons are even less precise. The International Organization for Migration uses periodic surveys to calculate estimates of those who were forced to flee their homes but remained in Ukraine. Regional governments also kept track of those who registered to receive aid, but the population continues to move both internally and across borders. Despite repeated shelling of many territories and the possibility of renewed active combat throughout Ukraine, some people who moved farther west gradually returned to their homes in central, south, or even eastern Ukraine (UNHCR Regional Bureau for Europe, 2022). The number of internally displaced persons varies for different communities. For many, moving out of their community meant losing all or part of their incomes and the support systems they relied on (Cedos, 2022). Many organizations—including businesses, civil organizations, and community groups—that give Ukraine’s vibrant civil society its flavor across the country had to relocate to another region. The number of formally registered nonprofits grew (Centre for Democracy and Rule of Law, 2022), and most extant nonprofits refocused on war-related issues (Polishchuk, 2022). Such disruption of social ties will likely have a long-lasting effect.
Individuals in the most vulnerable population (those who relied on social services provided by the government, nonprofit organizations, or both) were forced to stay or, if they could move to safety, tended to go to places where they would be the most likely to receive those same social services (Cedos, 2022). Given that some employees providing these services also moved abroad or farther west, these entities, already overstretched and underfunded before the war, felt additional pressure to meet demands during such a period of armed conflict (Lomonosova and Babych, 2022). As the conflict continues, local communities in Ukraine have become—on average—older, more reliant on the social safety net, and deprived of most sources of funding (Cedos, 2022). There is a growing fear that this might not change, as many who fled the war with a firm intent to return might find opportunities elsewhere. According to one estimate, as many as 30 percent of those who left since the invasion have already found a job in Poland (Samayeva, 2022). On October 10, 2022, the European Commission announced that it would prolong the protection and benefits offered by the Temporary Protection Directive, which provides for legal residency and work permits in the European Union (EU) during an emergency, until at least March 2024 (European Commission, 2022a). The longer Ukrainian refugees remain temporarily relocated, the more reasons they might find to postpone their return. The government needs to either move quickly or provide incentives that would convince refugees to return to Ukraine. Any efforts, though, would be against long-standing tides, as identified in academic literature and analysis of displacement—more than three-quarters of those meeting the UNHCR’s definition of refugee wind up in situations of prolonged displacement, with more than one-fourth remaining displaced for longer than 20 years (Zetter, 2021). Oftentimes, prolonged displacement is because of a lack of improvement in conditions in the home country, making safe return impossible.

Ukraine’s military successes and liberation of previously occupied territories raise new questions around the reintegration of territory that fell under Russian control. The people who could not or chose not to evacuate continued to live their lives. Doctors, bus drivers, firefighters, street cleaners, and others were often forced to operate under pressure from the Russian occupiers (Naumova, 2022). The issue is even more sensitive regarding teachers who had to instruct in Russian and use Russia-approved school curricula and views on the war (Bondarchuk, 2022). Local council members and leadership left, removing the opportunity for those who stayed to hold meetings or quorums to make decisions on occupation-related matters. Those who remain are not able to operate and manage day-to-day problems within towns or villages (Naumova, 2022). This creates an additional layer of issues that must be considered to balance temporary support measures and longer-term planning of rebuilding efforts. The reintegration of these territories is a critical issue that can determine the pace and focus of development for years to come.
Economic Damage

The full extent of the economic losses caused by the Russian invasion remains uncertain as the war drags on. The forecast of Ukraine’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2022 varies from a decline of 35 percent (International Monetary Fund, 2022) to 45.1 percent (World Bank, 2022). The World Bank’s projection is predicated on trade disruptions stemming from the destruction of transit infrastructure and a collapse in household spending, reflecting the outflow of refugees and loss of jobs and incomes (see Table 2.1). These estimates account for the effect of war destruction on the national income but not the value of the destroyed infrastructure itself, which will be discussed below.

The World Bank expects the economy to rebound once reconstruction efforts start. Nevertheless, by 2025, GDP is expected to be two-thirds of the 2021 level (World Bank, 2022). Neither of the two forecasts provides an explicit discussion regarding the economic effects of the possibly prolonged occupation of eastern Ukraine. However, the regions that are directly affected by invasion have been generating approximately 40 percent of Ukraine’s GDP (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022). Particularly concerning is the fact that the war drastically limited maritime trade, which accounted for 90 percent of Ukraine’s grain trade and half of total trade (World Bank, 2022). The export of agricultural products itself accounts for approximately 40 percent of total Ukrainian exports (World Trade Organization, 2013).

Table 2.1. Ukraine’s Selected Economic Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021 Estimate</th>
<th>2022 Forecast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP growth %</td>
<td>–3.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>–45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports, goods and services (annual % change)</td>
<td>–8.8</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>–78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports, goods and services (annual % change)</td>
<td>–19.8</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>–66.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private consumption (annual % change)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>–50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal balance (% of GDP)</td>
<td>–5.6</td>
<td>–4.0</td>
<td>–17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External debt, total (% of GDP)</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>112.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-middle income poverty rate (%)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


According to the International Chamber of Shipping, as of late April 2022, 109 vessels were stranded in Ukrainian ports in the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov with 500 seafarers onboard (International Chamber of Shipping, 2022). Consequently, in the first five months of the war (March–July 2022), export of agricultural products dropped by 59 percent, to 8 million tons, out of which only 3.5 million tons (43 percent) were exported through ports (Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine, 2022). In late July 2022, Ukraine and Russia signed agreements with the UN and Türkiye to enable grain and fertilizer exports under the supervision of a joint coordination center in Istanbul (Sezer and Coskun, 2022). But the safety of the shipment is far from guaranteed—12 hours after the agreement was reached, Russia fired cruise missiles on Ukraine’s largest port in Odesa (Sezer and Coskun, 2022). Ukraine undertook efforts to increase
rail, road, and Danube ferry export, but these transport modes are less cost-effective and have limited capacity (Figure 2.2; Sneidermane, 2022).

Figure 2.2. Export of Agricultural Products from Ukraine, Thousand Tons

The infrastructure damage is also significant. The Kyiv School of Economics, the Office of the President of Ukraine, and the Ministry of Economy launched the project Russia Will Pay to crowdsource data collection on the infrastructure damaged and destroyed during the war (National Council for the Recovery of Ukraine from the Consequences of the War, 2022). As of August 22, 2022, the direct documented damage to infrastructure amounted to approximately $113 billion (Kyiv School of Economics, 2022a). This damage surpasses the damage caused by Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico (National Centers for Environmental Information, 2023). One-half of the damaged infrastructure can be categorized as community life infrastructure—housing (131,000 units), health care (934 facilities), education (2,290 facilities), and other facilities of social life (such as administrative, social services, culture, religion, sport, and tourism facilities). The value of damaged transport infrastructure is $35 billion (including 25,000 kilometers of roads), and damage to the business enterprise and agricultural sectors accounts for another $20 billion (Figure 2.3; Kyiv School of Economics, 2022a).
The Kyiv School of Economics also estimates that “the reconstruction of destroyed objects according to the Build Back Better principle, taking into account modernization and the additional need for liquidity for the restoration of enterprises,” amounts to $197 billion (excluding demining) (Kyiv School of Economics, 2022a). This is still only one-quarter of the $750 billion that the Ukrainian government estimated will be necessary over the next ten years to ensure that Ukraine becomes a modern European country (National Recovery Council, 2022).
Chapter 3. Applying Lessons Learned to Ukraine’s Recovery

Given the magnitude of the damage to communities, hard infrastructure, and the economy, recovery in Ukraine is a monumental challenge. The call for $750 billion of recovery funds—almost four times Ukraine’s GDP in 2021 ($200 billion) and five times the value of the Marshall Plan adjusted for inflation ($150 billion)—is unlikely to be a realistic expectation. Therefore, prioritization and good governance will be necessary.

This chapter focuses on the trade-offs that Ukraine’s government will face in its reconstruction efforts. Four questions that help highlight and structure these trade-offs are shown in Figure 3.1. The following discussion focuses on each question separately, presenting lessons learned from prior research on reconstruction and the potential application of those lessons in the context of Ukraine’s reconstruction. This framework is our adaptation of existing methods of critiquing resilience (Cutter, 2016), largely drawn from disciplines, such as human geography (Cretney, 2014), that focus on showing the ways “planning trade-offs and decisions affect outcomes over space and time, often with significant implications for equity” (Meerow and Newell, 2016).

Figure 3.1. Decision Space of Ukraine’s Recovery

- **When and how fast?**
- **Who directs?**
- **Who/where/what to focus on?**
- **Who pays?**
When Does Reconstruction Start?

As stated above, Ukrainians will need to answer a few key, overarching questions as they recover from and rebuild after the war, all of which revolve around community vulnerability, territorial control, and the concepts of temporality or the timelines along which risk and a disaster progress. Risk production and disasters belong to long timelines, a temporality that scholars such as Scott Knowles call *slow disaster* (Knowles, 2020). Under such a conception of risk, a disaster is not a punctuated episode that happens the instant a community and its people are exposed to hazard. In a natural hazard event, such exposure can be as easy to identify as the hazard presenting itself—a rainstorm leads to a flood that households are either protected from or left open to because of long-running societal choices around infrastructure development and housing construction. Exposure to the hazard of armed conflict can present itself in less apparent, although equally slow, ways: Unexploded ordinance can injure civilians long after peace is negotiated, or families can be split across once-open, now-militarized borders.

When does the disaster end and recovery begin? Under the elongated timeline that accompanies a conceptualization of disaster as beginning with the production of long-standing vulnerabilities, a disaster can continue long after a storm ends, a fire is extinguished, or an armed conflict reaches armistice. Certain timelines, such as meeting the immediate needs of shelter and access to water, must be shortened to the greatest extent possible. However, rebuilding access to immediate needs is far from the only form of recovery that must take place. Healing and recovery also involve the long, hard work of processing trauma and rebuilding communities on both a personal and societal scale. Recognition of this nonlinear, unevenly paced process “of re-making and making lives livable,” as disaster scholarship shows, means acceptance of the importance of the slower forms of recovery as essential (Mika and Kelman, 2020).

Governments and community actors alike often demand that preparedness and recovery decisions be focused on much faster timelines but still with care and holistic recognition of a recovering society’s needs. There exists, then, inherent tension between speed and deliberation, with careful actions taken immediately in the context of long timelines. In such a situation, actors under stress must be especially cognizant of the causal pathways behind risk. Disaster scholarship points to examples of particularly slow and deliberate recovery in places such as Japan, speed-focused recovery in places such as Türkiye, and an effective balance between the two in places such as Chile (Platt and So, 2017). As that scholarship shows, there is no universally right answer to the question of pace, with the needs and perspectives of recovering communities pointing toward the best path.

*Trade-Offs of Waiting for a Full Peace or Starting Now*

The situation in Ukraine is precarious, as recovery is taking place while the disaster (the war) is still underway. The armed conflict has affected all parts of the country, yet its impacts are
particularly focused on areas currently or formerly under Russian occupation. Unlike a storm, which must end before rebuilding can begin, efforts to address damage are already underway in liberated regions, the western areas of Ukraine, and cities such as Kyiv that face air strikes or artillery bombardment without the presence of Russian occupying forces. Future generations will assess the effectiveness of every decision Ukraine’s government makes. However, the present generations of Ukrainians and all friendly and adversarial nations are already judging every step as contributing to winning or losing. Hostilities are ongoing, and new damages add up daily. Russia’s objectives also remain unclear. Russia’s leadership modified these objectives several times, repeatedly returning to the idea of the so-called demilitarization of the entirety of Ukraine despite Russia’s military failures (Ivanova, 2022) and committing acts that directly conflict with stated objectives (such as the attack on Ukraine’s ports hours after the so-called grain deal, an agreement that facilitated Ukraine’s export of grain via the Black Sea, was signed in the summer of 2022 [“Explainer,” 2022]). This balancing act among urgency, concerns over how to rebuild what can be destroyed again or recaptured and used by the enemy, and the long-term effects that the rebuilding will have on Ukraine’s future is delicate.

Zelenskyy’s February 26, 2022, speech emphasized that Ukraine would need its brightest not only to fight the war but to rebuild afterward (President of Ukraine, 2022g). From mid-March 2022 onward, Zelenskyy’s speeches featured a more systematic narrative and consistent theme on the mechanics of reconstruction. Addressing the foreign public (e.g., in his talks to parliaments), Zelenskyy emphasized the importance of support from the West. In addition to finding resources, the West can share the experience of other countries and provide the expert knowledge that would lead to rebuilding a better and more sustainable Ukraine (President of Ukraine, 2022d; President of Ukraine, 2022f). Talking to Ukrainians, Zelenskyy pledged that the government will restore everything destroyed by the Russians and do it as quickly as possible (President of Ukraine, 2022e).

The president’s words were promptly followed by steps to implement these ideas. In early March 2022, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine created four foundations, each with a specific focus: the restoration of destroyed property and infrastructure, economic recovery and transformation, a public debt repayment fund, and small and medium-business support (President of Ukraine, 2022b). In mid-March, legislation regulating the rebuilding efforts was adopted and promptly signed by the president (Benedysyuk, 2022).

The Kyiv School of Economics Institute think tank, in partnership with the government, launched a comprehensive effort to collect and assess all damages (Rosiya Zaplatyt, undated) and has since been working on diversifying the ways to report needs and simplify the process. The Diia e-governance app launched a service to file damages for individual properties (“U ‘Diyi’ vzhe mozhna podaty zayavky na vidshkoduvannya mayna, vtrachenoho pid chas viyny - Zelens’kyy,” 2022), and media outlets published detailed instructions on how to document those damages (Semenova, 2022).
All these efforts were made in response to the growing demand from Ukrainians to rebuild and restore cities quickly. While the desire to reunite with loved ones could be the motivating force for some, others returned because they found the opportunities lacking abroad (UNHCR Regional Bureau for Europe, 2022). Despite the care and support they received, many Ukrainians could not find jobs beyond temporary, low-paying positions. They did not believe they could sustain themselves under such circumstances for long because they lacked the skills and understanding of local education, health care, and welfare systems (Tamilina, 2022). Many considered less regular shelling of their hometowns a good enough cue to return (Lovett, 2022). Understanding that those who returned and those who chose or were forced to stay would assess success based on the ability to provide normalcy, the government responded to the demand by acknowledging the need to rebuild better, but quickly.

As the war rages on, disruptions in education and health care are no longer perceived as temporary, and the perception of what is immediate has shifted. The education ministry developed and disseminated recommendations on how schools should be equipped to operate in wartime and how to accommodate lesson content to reflect realities and individual experiences (Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2022a). Shelters in schools were fortified and equipped to ensure that children whose families prefer in-person education would face minimized threats (Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2022b). Efforts like this, in addition to physical rebuilding or restoration of the most-needed facilities and infrastructure, require resources and thus need to be balanced with a longer-term vision for “building back better” (Government of Ukraine, 2022).

The immediate positive changes that Ukrainians have experienced are especially important given the war of narratives with Russia. Although Russia’s stated objectives for its war on Ukraine have changed, the intent to destroy Ukraine as a sovereign entity has been stated multiple times (Ivanova, 2022). Thus, a successful rebuilding is ideologically very important to Ukraine (President of Ukraine, 2022c). Any chaos or delays would be perceived as a zrada, a commonly used Ukrainian term to denote any intentional activities contrary to Ukraine’s national interests. Despite assurances that the West would not abandon Ukraine and that help would come for as long as necessary (Erlanger et al., 2022), Ukrainians fear that attention and support might wane. Domestic issues, such as inflation, high gas prices, and uncertainty about energy supplies, keep piling up in most Western countries (Francis and Timsit, 2022). Securing long-term commitments from partners is among Ukraine leadership’s top priorities. Zelenskyy’s team, including the president, became even more active in building support. In early September, Zelenskyy published a commentary in the Wall Street Journal, promoting investment in Ukraine as a “hub for information technology” (Zelensky, 2022). He personally presented the rebuilding strategy at the Yalta European Strategy forum on September 11, 2022 (Bohuslavets, 2022). Two days later, top officials from the president’s office, Andriy Yermak and Kyrylo Tymoshenko, met virtually with more than 80 foreign diplomats to present the Ukraine Recovery Fund (President of Ukraine, 2022a). Active diplomatic engagement continued through the fall of 2022.
and into 2023, including at the October 2022 recovery conference in Berlin (“Germany Plans International Conference on Ukraine Reconstruction—Source,” 2022).

At the same time, Russian propaganda and war conduct have attempted to sway support of both Ukrainians and supporters abroad. State-sponsored media continue to emphasize that the so-called special military operation was needed to bring normalcy to people (in Donbas) who had suffered before. Russian media reports on statements and events devoted to rebuilding emphasize that while the Ukrainian government is only promising and asking for money, Russia has already started to restore life in the occupied cities (SMI, 2022). The media claim that Russia’s businesses and citizens voluntarily participate in the rebuilding efforts (Lamova, 2022) and that different Russian regions support “liberated” territories (Svetov, 2022). Russian media also highlight Ukraine’s corruption, which would hinder effective participation with foreign experts and companies (SMI, 2022).

Russia has been quick to impose its rules and ways of life on the territories it controls. The population there might attempt to avoid any contact with the occupiers. However, the longer the territories are under occupation, the less sustainable this strategy is (Klyuzhev and Bondarchuk, 2022). Many of those who stayed were in a vulnerable position or could not leave a close one in a similarly vulnerable position, meaning some might have been forced to cooperate with the installed administration. When these territories return to Ukraine, a quick return to relative normalcy will be crucial for reintegration.

From this perspective, the question of rebuilding became part of the war of narratives. Since Ukraine’s existence as a state, its culture, and its way of life have been targeted, restoring what has been damaged is essential for Ukraine’s morale. While Ukrainians demonstrated resilience to withstand physical difficulties, rapid recovery is an integral part of victory in the war on Ukraine’s existence and way of life. The government walks a very thin line trying to balance the long- and short-term interests of all stakeholders. Its ability to navigate them efficiently might be a key factor for success.

How Should Efforts Prioritize People, Locations, and Other Projects?

Another key portion of the decision space focuses on questions of whom recovery serves and in what ways. Someone’s home will be rebuilt first. Some regions of the country will host the most displaced people. Some amount of industrial activity will permanently relocate. Even the largest of recovery efforts must make choices about who gets assistance and how much; payment schemes or recovery plans might inherently benefit certain people more than others. The public demand for a speedy recovery can lead to reconstruction on a first-come-first-served basis. In turn, bringing in private investors could lead to rebuilding focused only on the most economically profitable areas. However, disaster literature suggests that without an eye for the most vulnerable, the long-term effects of reconstruction might be unsatisfactory.
Any disaster, or the risk it might occur, is the result of the interactions between a hazard and preexisting vulnerabilities (Wisner et al., 2004). Disaster scholarship recognizes that, though certain hazards (such as war or severe weather) might be unpreventable or unpredictable, it is only in combination with vulnerability—the crucial second ingredient of risk—that a hazard becomes a disaster. To understand, respond to, and recover from a disaster requires more than withstanding a war or a storm; it requires understanding the vulnerabilities behind that disaster. To understand those vulnerabilities, one must instead examine a lengthy process that flows backward and forward along a community’s timeline on either side of a hazard incidence. The questions around how efforts should prioritize people, locations, and other projects are fundamentally about the underlying vulnerabilities in a society and its desires to address or perpetuate them.

Predisaster vulnerabilities exist in any country or community and are created by policy choices, development patterns, and community factors that span decades of history. Therefore, the history of the next disaster in Ukraine has already begun, and recovery and rebuilding decisions around the current war should be made with an eye toward reducing vulnerability to the next hazard event—be it armed conflict, disease, or weather.

As people facing a changed and changing world after a disaster rebuild their communities, they will also need to ask themselves what challenges lie ahead: For what future hazards must they prepare? What disaster might have already begun? This is not just a long-term concern; with recovery already underway, haphazard or delayed choices might leave the scores already suffering vulnerable to shorter, repeating disaster timelines. In much of disaster literature, this dark chain of disaster cascade (Pescaroli and Alexander, 2015) would point to a disaster and to ineffective postdisaster recovery as the first domino of new suffering under hazards already faced—such as cholera (Usmani et al., 2022); HIV (Colborne, 2017); the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic (COVID-19) (Chumachenko and Chumachenko, 2022); severe weather (World Bank, Climate Change Knowledge Portal, undated); and technical accidents (Shen and Hwang, 2017), in the case of Ukraine. However, literature that takes a longer-term approach to disaster causality—recognizing that disasters are not natural, episodic events but long processes stemming from existing vulnerabilities—shows disasters are not unexpected, unprecedented, or unpredictable phenomena (Kelman, 2018). A just and equitable postwar recovery must address the vulnerabilities that existed before the disaster while also taking into consideration future risk scenarios to prevent a cascade. Hazards people have long faced will need even more prevention attention alongside new risks, such as the leftover remnants of armed conflict and vulnerabilities that make that hazard exposure harmful. RAND work on disaster cascades, such as the analysis of 2021 Texas blackouts within the context of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, can provide real-world insight into the value of examining risk from a perspective that is aware of the potential of cascades. Such examination in Texas showed potential avenues for resilience investments cognizant of the electrical system’s place in the broader sociotechnical landscape (Clark-Ginsberg, DeSmet, et al., 2021).
Additionally, following large-scale disasters and mass displacement, people are much more likely to end up in cities than refugee camps (Park, 2016). This is largely because internal displacement happens in much larger numbers than displacement across international borders, with those from rural areas flocking to the perceived safety and opportunity of urban zones (Grayson and Cotroneo, 2018). Processes that accelerate urbanization trends and increase the risk that vulnerable people are left on the margins of large cities in informal settlements or economic arrangements also decrease a community’s labor resources and tax base in the face of intensive and costly recovery efforts. Such conditions leave the displaced and urban residents alike vulnerable to a variety of problems, driving haphazard urbanization trends that can themselves constitute sources of disaster risk (Madden, 2021). RAND’s analysis of post–Hurricane Maria recovery and the ways it compounded long-standing trends around population displacement offers valuable insight into these dynamics, including how decades of outflow migration and declining birth rates both contributed to vulnerability and accelerated after the storm (Fischbach et al., 2020).

Finally, those working on Ukrainian recovery should look to other examples showing pitfalls they can avoid. Lessons learned in RAND research—including peer-reviewed scholarship illustrating the role inequities in U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency recovery efforts play in driving disaster risk in the United States (Clark-Ginsberg, Easton-Calabria, et al., 2021)—show, for example, how well-meaning recovery plans often come with deep equity concerns, giving hints of pitfalls Ukraine might avoid when it sets up its own recovery policies. In some ways, concerns such as these can be addressed by strategies that focus primarily on people, their needs, and their capabilities rather than just on roads or buildings and an *if you build it, they will come* infrastructure-based mentality. Research shows that such community-based efforts in natural hazard contexts (Peters et al., 2022) and armed conflict–affected settings provide sustainable ways to reach vulnerability-reduction goals through direct partnership and coproduction with vulnerable populations themselves (Patel et al., 2021; Peters et al., 2022).

**Trade-Offs of Bringing Life Back Under Uncertainty?**

All the above discussed decisions—what, where, and how to rebuild first—carry significant uncertainty about the duration of the war and its outcomes. As of fall 2022, between the Russians pushing forward on Kyiv and the Ukrainians pushing Russia back to its border with no peace settlement on the horizon, there was a variety of scenarios that change the calculus of needs and risks of reconstruction.

Consequently, the most significant source of potentially inequitable distribution of resources stems from the geography of war damage. The biggest damage is in eastern Ukraine, in frontline regions where active combat continues or the threat thereof persists (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022). The demand to start reconstruction quickly means that the initial wave of recovery funding will go disproportionately to already liberated northern regions, which also sustained significant losses (Tymoshenko, 2022). Although the proximity of these regions to
Russia and Belarus puts them at constant risk of a renewed invasion (regardless of whether Russia has the capability to do so), they remain a safer area to allocate resources than the southeastern regions.

The northeastern liberated regions might also have more bureaucratic and political capacity to compete for funding and bring investment, especially given the preexisting geography of political preferences in Ukraine. In the past, the population of southeastern Ukraine supported pro-Russian opposition parties (“Monitoryng Miscevyh Vyboriv 2020: Pidsumky,” 2020). Now, the sentiments seem to have changed, both among the population of these regions and their representatives (Vorobiov, 2022). Polls suggest that Ukrainian identification is stronger than ever, people in the south and in the east have started to speak Ukrainian more often, and the country is unified in the choice of the Western path (“Simnadtsyate Zahalʹnonatsionalʹne Opytuvannya,” 2022; “Opytuvannya IRI,” 2022). Still, the prewar political representation of the frontline regions likely has less political leeway in Kyiv than in the northern liberated regions (Velyke Budivnytstvo, 2022).

The National Recovery Plan calls for the distribution of part of the funding between local communities on a competitive basis (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022). This rule would be a continuation of the decentralization reform aimed at the empowerment of communities. In principle, the competitive mechanism of fund distribution is supposed to make it more efficient and transparent—in and of themselves important qualities. However, a lack of a deliberate effort to secure and set aside resources for the recovery of southeastern Ukraine when the time is right can, over time, lead to a reemergence of resentment between the east and the west and undermine the national unity built during the war.

Drilling down on the question of what should be rebuilt first, the government will have to decide how to address community needs while rebuilding the economy. Residential buildings, utility infrastructure, health care, and educational facilities are necessary to bring people back and avoid a disaster cascade. Most internally displaced people claim that they are willing to eventually return to their homes (“Opytuvannya IRI,” 2022). That means that they will also need economic opportunities, the availability of which will depend on Ukraine’s prospects for stability. The government will have to decide when and to what extent to encourage the return of refugees and internally displaced persons.

In 2020, Ukraine adopted the State Regional Development Strategy 2021–2027, which introduced the Smart Specialisation approach—an EU place-based approach to innovative economic development, where regions identify and select priority industries based on their local strengths and comparative advantages (European Commission, undated; Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2020). Some of the specialization areas of the frontline and liberated areas can, in
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2 We have not found evidence that the eastern regions were discriminated against in the Great Construction Program. However, in 2022, Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, Zelenskyy’s stronghold, was supposed to host the highest number of projects financed from the program. See: Velyke Budivnytstvo, 2022. It might reflect disproportionately high needs but could also indicate that the project selection process is not completely apolitical.
principle, be relocated relatively easily (specifically, the information technology sector and some creative industries). Others, however, are either costly (e.g., mechanical engineering, production of equipment, machinery) or impossible to fully relocate (tourism, agriculture) (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022).

So far, many of Ukraine’s factories are moving west to continue economic activity in a safer environment. According to *New York Times* reporting, as of August 15, 2022, more than 200 businesses moved from the eastern to western part of Ukraine because of the war, and another 800 applied to the government relocation program. The longer the war lasts, the less likely they are to relocate back. Furthermore, some of the program participants note that they relocated for safety and to keep the Ukrainian economy going, but the move unexpectedly opened new opportunities—proximity to the EU border makes export easier (Alderman and Solomon, 2022). While this is good news on micro and macro levels—for individual companies and the economy as a whole—it might have negative regional consequences for the recovery of liberated areas in the long term. Without recreating economic opportunities in eastern Ukraine, either the east will essentially become depopulated or the income disparity between the east and west might again undermine the national unity.

Another important issue to consider is how much to invest in rebuilding housing and social infrastructure financially. Should Ukraine rebuild its infrastructure as fast and cheaply as possible? Or should it use reconstruction as an opportunity to increase energy efficiency, reduce energy imports, and improve the flexibility and resilience of infrastructure, even if it takes more time and financial resources? The National Recovery Plan calls for the latter while recognizing that there is also a need for temporary housing (National Recovery Council, 2022). The risk in this approach is that the low-quality temporary circumstances could become permanent if the funds for modernized housing and social infrastructure are insufficient.

**Who Directs Reconstruction?**

It is important to ask who is doing the rebuilding. Disaster management and recovery, just like the war, are about sovereignty and who guides rebuilding plans. Examples in disaster scholarship assert that the modern Western conception of statehood itself is tied to disaster management, beginning with events such as the Plague of Justinian and the 1755 Lisbon earthquake—disasters that stand out in the literature as instrumental moments in the development of modern state responses toward such events. Much more than simply a characteristic, “the nature of modern states . . . is determined by the character of disaster management” (Bandopadhyay, 2022, p. 26). As that conception of statehood evolved into recognizable modern nation-states, it did so through the Peace of Westphalia, which came after decades of armed conflict that made up the Thirty Years’ War, further tying the paradigm of statehood to postwar and postdisaster activity. Ukraine’s recovery from the disaster of war will define the nation, and the question of who guides that recovery is one of sovereignty over that nation and its people. Is
the recovery directed by external actors, a choice that would cede that sovereignty to Russia or the West? Is it guided by institutional inertia reproducing past vulnerabilities or tied to communities and their needs and desires?

The question of whether recovery driven by central authorities from the top down or guided by community needs from the bottom up is not just an academic one. There are pragmatic concerns at play in making such a choice; RAND research alongside community partners can show the benefits of bottom-up models or the pitfalls of ignoring such partnerships. This work includes reports from RAND focused on developing recovery options for Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria (Fischbach et al., 2020), deep dives into the post–Hurricane Katrina Gulf Coast (Ringel et al., 2007), and RAND’s community resilience work (Towe et al., 2020) stretching back years.

In the foremost example, RAND researchers’ recommendations on addressing Puerto Rico’s recovery needs following Maria emphasized aspects of community-based planning as key to effective and equitable recovery for the island. This community-based planning included direct engagement with, and in many ways a ceding of key decisionmaking and leadership to, local government and nongovernmental organizations. Such tactics, researchers concluded, could help address long-standing causes of vulnerability in Puerto Rican society, preventing future disaster while recovering from Maria, and also overcoming people’s distrust of failed or corrupt institutions (Fischbach et al., 2020).

Such work builds on and borrows from other experience in bolstering community resilience that aims at addressing key aspects of vulnerability through community engagement elevated to the level of partnership, meaning local government and community-based nongovernmental actors share key responsibility for directing action and deciding priorities or tactics. Building effective resilience-focused partnerships is a long process. Toolkits such as the one developed by RAND researchers and the Chinese Academy of Science and Technology for Development for facilitating nongovernmental organization involvement in disaster recovery (Acosta et al., 2016) offer meaningful real-world pathways toward building such partnerships within an atmosphere of ongoing recovery.

**Trade-Offs Between Sovereignty, Capacity, and Corruption**

The issue of ownership of reconstruction in Ukraine is extremely sensitive. Although the rebuilding is likely to be jointly implemented by three main groups of stakeholders—the West, the government, and the local communities—the role that each of them will play is still a matter of discussion. The question of who should be responsible for making the decisions and, ultimately, who can receive credit and praise for success—or blame and criticism for failure—is political and ideological.

Extensive damage caused by Russia’s aggressive actions in Ukraine in the first months of the war and ongoing acts of aggression at the time of this writing in late 2022 have added up to a reconstruction price tag so high that the efforts of many nations, international organizations, and
the private sector are needed to finance it. Given that Ukraine’s sovereignty has been a target of this war, the pledges to help and participate come with assurances that the recovery process will be “led and driven by Ukraine” (ReliefWeb, 2022). However, the various blueprints for Ukraine’s reconstruction that have emerged since the fall of 2022 provided the West with an important role not only in funding efforts but in setting up benchmarks and standards that would guide the process (Vindman and Bustillos, 2022). Ukraine’s civil society also expresses the same expectations (Dumanska, 2022b). The need to meet certain EU or International Monetary Fund (IMF) requirements, especially with clear deadlines and indicators, has thus far been a strong motivator for Ukraine’s reforms (Jarábik et al., 2018). Many decisions that helped the country progress toward democracy were passed under these conditions.

The prospect of EU membership might well be a powerful “anchor” (Hall and Fleming, 2022) in this case. Given the consensus that EU accession can be the ultimate goal of Ukraine’s recovery efforts, the European Commission is the most likely institution to lead this process. In May 2022, the European Commission announced a plan to establish a “Ukraine reconstruction platform” co-led by the commission and the Ukrainian government (European Commission, 2022c). In her Lugano conference speech at the beginning of July 2022, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen reiterated this intention (European Commission, 2022b). Other ideas include a more direct role of the Group of Seven (G7) that would provide a better balance between the efforts of the EU, United States (Ganster et al., 2022), and other countries, as well as the acknowledgment that the need to navigate different interests that donors have might ultimately lead to the creation of multiple platforms (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2022).

Nevertheless, while acknowledging the financial and expert contributions of the West, the Ukrainian government has assumed a central role in the rebuilding efforts. Despite the concerns, expressed in the West that Ukraine failed to prepare adequately, the government has led the country quite effectively since the war started. Persistent efforts to ensure the continuity of government operations minimized the disruptions of basic services that were quickly adjusted to the war conditions. The government has built an institutional foundation for reconstruction efforts by establishing specialized entities and adopting legislation. The National Recovery Plan presented at the Lugano conference (National Recovery Council, 2022) was developed by a broad network of government, civil society, and international partners. This positive example can be expanded to its refinement and implementation.

The main concern with letting the government take the lead is the history of poor scores over the past decade from Transparency International’s measurement of corruption (26 out of a 100 [most clean] in 2012 and 32 in 2021) (Transparency International, undated; see Figure 3.2) and the World Bank’s assessment of the government’s effectiveness (–0.6 in 2012 and –0.4 in 2021) (World Bank, undated; see Figure 3.3).

The institutions and expert communities developing blueprints for successful reconstruction have highlighted corruption and bureaucratic inefficiency as the main threats to successful
reconstruction (Ganster et al., 2022). Similar concerns have been expressed by activists who fear previous malign practices could return under the guise of rapid reconstruction (Dumanska, 2022a). Since the government has many balls in the air at the moment, it is probable that corruption might happen at some level. A scandal would be extremely harmful to Ukraine.

**Figure 3.2. Ukraine’s Score for the Corruption Perception Index**

NOTE: 0 = most corrupt; 100 = most clean (least corrupt).

To prevent this, Ukraine should focus on implementing reforms that would increase government transparency and offer protection to investors through rule of law (Lakhtionov, 2022). Making the availability of recovery funds contingent upon Ukraine’s ability to embed transparency and accountability mechanisms in their distribution might allow mitigation of some of these threats while providing the necessary space for sovereign decisionmaking (Ganster et al., 2022). Civil society also pushes for some oversight. The government needs to embed precautions to minimize the risk of corruption into the decisionmaking pipeline, but it also must do so wisely so as not to affect speed and efficiency.
Figure 3.3. Ukraine’s Score for the Government Effectiveness Index

Another major threat that can hinder the government’s progress is the politicization of rebuilding efforts. The ability to operate on wide public consent is an important factor in Ukraine’s reform. Prior to the war, the president and his political party were losing support. After the first few months of unprecedented unity across the political spectrum (with the apparent exception of pro-Russian political parties) and praise for the president’s actions, even by his harshest critics, the political rivalry slowly started to reemerge (Berger and Khudov, 2022). Zelenskyy maintains a relatively high level of approval, which fell from 74 percent in April 2022 to 59 percent in June 2022 (International Republican Institute, 2022) but increased again in September–October 2022, when almost 82 percent of Ukrainians said that they trust the president (Razumkov Center, 2022). An ability to claim credit for the massive project of rebuilding can increase one’s political capital, which, in turn, leads to a contest for ownership of parts of the project.

Certain decisions have already raised questions about the return of politics that were clearly put aside in the first months of the war. For instance, there is concern about circumventing the rules in situations such as the firing of the prosecutor general, the security service chief (Katrychenko, 2022), the human rights ombudsman, and the social policy minister (“Viyna viynoyu, a porushennya Konstytutsiyi za rozkladom,” 2022). Even though the West might choose not to notice some shortcuts in the time of war, this practice might still harm Ukraine’s long-term reputation among its partners.
Another line of tensions can emerge between the central and local governments in Ukraine. The mayors were the first to openly speak against some government policies and emphasize that local leaders, with their awareness of the situation on the ground, would be a better fit for leading reconstruction efforts. Some mayors became well known in Ukraine and beyond for their efforts to protect their cities and rally support for local rebuilding projects (Berger and Khudov, 2022). In the summer of 2022, mayor criticism of government decisions signaled the return of political rivalry. For instance, the mayor of a badly damaged city in northern Ukraine was not allowed to leave the country for short-term fundraising trips (Berger and Khudov, 2022). Fears of the reversal of the decentralization process have also been exacerbated by a recent decision to limit the ability of local governments to redistribute funding among themselves to address urgent needs (Official Portal of the Kyiv City Administration, 2022).

Localization of decisionmaking has been suggested as a possible alternative that might minimize corruption, eliminate some links in the bureaucracy chain, and facilitate better oversight. Ukrainian local leaders argued that empowering communities to lead rebuilding efforts to the largest extent possible would be more efficient than any centralization of the process (Ozymok, 2022). Local government traditionally has more public trust in Ukraine and a better understanding of local needs (Association of Cities of Ukraine, 2022). However, the decentralization reform that empowered local communities for the first time in the history of independent Ukraine started only in 2014 (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, undated). For decades, local communities lived with highly centralized authority in which decisions were passed down through many links in the chain before finally reaching the local level. Therefore, local governments are just learning to adopt a policymaking mindset, develop strategies, and conduct long-term planning (Samokhin and Kudelia, 2018). Very few local governments have experience in managing large projects or even in having a seat at the decisionmaking table. Research from 2019 (Baldych, Hnydyuk, and Trutkovs’k, 2019) showed that a lack of project management skills—all steps from proposal writing to implementation and reporting—were among the most frequently mentioned reasons why communities could not use the opportunities that opened to them. Various donor institutions have funded capacity-building efforts for the specialists working in communities, but these efforts have a long way to go. Moreover, as mentioned above, many of the individuals who possess these skills could have possibly been displaced, leaving communities even less likely to take the lead in recovery.

Despite concerns, Ukraine’s government is the most likely to lead the reconstruction project. In addition to already implementing several initiatives to move reconstruction forward, the government is experienced in large-scale construction projects in Ukraine. Before the war, in 2019, a major infrastructure project allowed the nationwide construction of thousands of kilometers of roads and square meters of residential and other buildings (Velyke Budivnytstvo, 3
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3 Surveys of Ukraine’s population prior to Russia’s full-scale invasion typically showed higher support for local government. The situation has changed the national government has been leading the country during the war.
The government has a developed pipeline for selecting and executing projects that has been tested and refined. Despite similar fears of corruption and politicization arising throughout this project’s implementation, the efforts were received positively by Ukrainians and foreign leaders (Byrne, 2021). This experience supports the argument for government control of reconstruction efforts.

The decision is still to be made. We observed a wide circulation of the idea of establishing a specialized EU agency to oversee and steer reconstruction (Becker et al., 2022), as well as calls to bring the decisionmaking process closer to those affected by empowering local communities. We also observed an assumption that the government remains the most likely “owner” of the reconstruction project. Since Ukraine’s sovereignty and statehood are the targets of the war, the role of the West might likely be more focused on sharing experience and providing advice (which offers the added benefit of preventing the West becoming an arbiter between competing interests). The government also needs to account for any disparities among communities in their ability to apply and implement recovery projects to make the process of participation in reconstruction as accessible and equitable as possible.

Who Pays for Reconstruction?

Rebuilding Ukraine, similar to recovery from any large-scale disaster, will take a lot of money. Drawing lessons from RAND’s work on forecasting rebuilding costs can help paint the clearest picture possible before money is sought (Strong et al., 2022). Such care is important given levels of public indebtedness that can arise following a major disaster and derail the development of middle-income countries (Schuler et al., 2018). Additionally, further RAND work on Hurricane Maria and other work on Hurricane Katrina hold lessons for trends such as privatization (Bond et al., 2020). While privatization itself is not a bad thing and could possibly be the source of needed speed and efficiency, it is a hotly contested topic after many disasters because of its role in potentially mortgaging the public good for private gain under the guise of quick recovery from a crisis.

From a substantive perspective, the source of funding for any recovery effort will certainly involve (and in many ways, already has involved) the private sector, even if privatization of infrastructure is limited. RAND analysis of private-sector support in disaster recovery points out that such support can come in many forms, ranging from short to long term, through public-private partnerships, direct assistance, or development efforts that supplement government action. However, such efforts come with challenges, including information gaps that traditionally keep many details on conditions and recovery needs out of the private sector; financing processes that might limit resources available for direct, charitable aid; and difficulties communicating the value of disaster recovery efforts to owners or shareholders (Chandra, Moen, and Sellers, 2016).

Finally, the above points about disaster recovery efforts as core expressions of sovereignty over territory and populations, especially those made in broader disaster literature and described
in detail (Bandopadhyay, 2022), stand as true in the context of examining who pays for recovery as in the context of who guides it. Donations, partnerships, and resources might all come with strings attached, taking decisionmaking on recovery details out of the hands of communities or the state and, in essence, turning it over to foreign entities or the private sector. Such a process can, in effect, redraw or reinforce the democratic dynamics and diplomatic positioning of a postdisaster country or community—an especially relevant consideration in the context of postconflict recovery. However, the private sector might offer speed, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness that outweigh these concerns.

**Trade-Offs Between Feasibility, Sovereignty, Speed, and Long-Term Effects**

In a national survey conducted in July 2022, when asked who should compensate Ukraine for economic and infrastructural damage caused by the war, almost 90 percent of Ukrainians responded it should be Russia. In addition, 21 percent of Ukrainians believed that European countries should also contribute, 18 percent pointed to international organizations, and 11 percent designated the United States (15 percent believe it should be Ukraine) (Sociological Group Rating, 2022).4 Many in the EU and the United States agree, on principle, that Russia should compensate Ukraine, and the EU is reportedly looking for a legal framework that would allow using Russian state and oligarchs’ seized assets for reconstruction (Fleming, 2022). Forcing Russia to pay is also sometimes treated as a politically more attractive option as opposed to asking U.S. and European taxpayers to finance Ukraine’s reconstruction for years to come (Nikolsko-Rzhevskyy and Gunter, 2022). However, in practice, it remains a politically and legally contentious issue (“Could Seizing Russian Assets Help Rebuild Ukraine?” 2022; Morera-Martinez and Meyers, 2022; Zelikow, 2022).

Some commentators insist that using Russian assets without due process could undermine the rule of law underlying the liberal international order (Tett, 2022). In the United States, there is a debate about whether the president could use the International Emergency Economic Powers Act of 1977 to disburse the funds to Ukraine, as it has been used in the past (Tribe and Lewin, 2022; Buchheit and Gulati, 2022). Consequently, Ukraine is calling for a new UN commission to create an international framework to seize aggressors’ assets in a legal, transparent, and effective way (Tett, 2022). Ultimately, whether such a legal framework is enacted or not (on the UN or national level) will be a political decision. Western governments will have to weigh the costs of reconstruction and the political implications of letting Russia avoid bearing the costs against the risk that using seized Russian assets will encourage other countries to keep their reserves elsewhere (Rappeport and Sanger, 2022). Either way, it might be a lengthy process.

The Lugano conference analytic briefs also foresee reparations from Russia. However, there is little focus on that source of funding (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022). It is understandable that the language on the sources of funding is vague; while the aims of recovery
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4 More than one response was accepted.
are defined by the Ukrainian government and civil society, the structure and sources of funding mostly depend on external actors. The recovery blueprint presented in Lugano proposes that $750 billion could come from three mechanisms: grants, debt and equity, and private investment. Each would provide a similar amount of money ($200–300 billion) for different purposes: grants for defense, emergency budget financing, and housing. The funds would similarly insure private investment, debt and equity for big infrastructural and energy projects and co-financing private investment, and private investment for infrastructure and value-adding sectors (National Recovery Council, 2022).

More-recent estimates suggest that the main recovery goals could be achieved with smaller (and more realistic) amounts. The World Bank estimated at the end of July that the recovery efforts would total $349 billion (World Bank, 2022). In advance of the Berlin International Conference on Reconstruction, the German government commissioned a report from the German Marshall Fund (Erlanger, 2022). In September 2022, the think tank concluded that $100 billion spread over several years would be sufficient to handle the major infrastructure damages (Ganster et al., 2022). These reports also suggest that most funding would come through grants, with the EU stepping in as the main donor. The European Recovery Program (more commonly known as the Marshall Plan), frequently mentioned in discussions on Ukraine as a possible template to follow, also consisted primarily of grants (Eichengreen, 2022).

Diversification of funding sources for Ukraine’s rebuilding is key to ensuring sustainability. According to Ukraine’s plans, the mix would involve internal public finance sources (state and local budgets), external public finance sources (international organizations, foreign governments, reparations from Russia), and private finance sources (business enterprises, nongovernmental organizations, private individuals, investment funds) (Centre of Economic Recovery, 2022). Each of these sources comes with different strings attached.

Borrowing from international financial institutions would increase already high external debt. Since 2014, Ukraine has received massive loans from the IMF, the World Bank, the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development, and the EU. At the end of 2021, Ukraine owed $13.4 billion to the IMF and $6.5 billion to bilateral official creditors (total external debt amounted to $57 billion) (Weiss, 2022). To ease the pressure of debt service commitments and allow Ukraine to redirect this funding to domestic needs, in mid-September, the Group of Creditors of Ukraine concluded a memorandum of understanding deferring these commitments until the end of 2023 (U.S. Department of the Treasury, 2022). Adding more debt might not be sustainable in the long term. However, the loans from these institutions might provide an oversight that could increase the country’s credibility in the eyes of private investors.

Bringing private investors into reconstruction can speed up the recovery process. However, selling assets to foreign investors requires a stricter rule of law and exacerbates the problem of sovereignty, while relying on Ukrainian capital would likely mean increasing the already problematic influence of the oligarchs. Meanwhile, the National Recovery Plan explicitly states that “strengthening institutional capacity and ‘de-oligarchization’ are fundamental prerequisites
of the Recovery Plan” (National Recovery Council, 2022, p. 9). In his pledge to foreign investors, Zelenskyy declared that his government has “already identified options for more than $400 billion of potential investment, which reach from public-private partnerships to privatization and private ventures” (Zelensky, 2022).

Finally, the government might seek to empower internal investors: Ukrainian businesses. Although the scale of the efforts would be much smaller, the involvement of Ukrainian entrepreneurs might have long-term positive effects. A business that originated or operates in Ukraine has similar demands as foreign investors for transparency and anticorruption measures, the rule of law, and an independent judiciary. The business also has a much better understanding of the needs of the local population and can tailor operations to meet them. Success stories of Ukrainian businesses that managed to not only survive and adapt but do their part in rebuilding the country can inspire others to invest in Ukraine (Bender, 2022).

Given the uncertainty of future war scenarios, another space where private capital will require the government’s support is war insurance. Bringing new investment to regions under persistent threat of combat operations will be costly to insure on the private insurance market. Consequently, Ukraine plans to work with the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency to launch an investment insurance mechanism during hostilities. The pilot project worth $30 million was announced in mid-September 2022. The minister of economy shared that the amount of funds allocated to Ukraine’s war insurance can be increased to $1 billion in 2023, and the insurance will cover 90 percent of the sum invested (Ministry of Economy of Ukraine, 2022). This is an important development that shows that Ukraine’s government has a good understanding of the challenges that lie ahead.
Chapter 4. Conclusion

Ukraine did not enter this war by choice. Until Russia’s invasion, the country was slowly but steadily implementing democratic reforms and building prosperity. Some setbacks were apparent, but overall Ukraine was moving away from its Soviet and early post-Soviet past and transitioning toward a more representative democracy. The end of this war is still uncertain. However, as of early 2023, both Ukraine and Russia (on occupied territories) were already planning how to rebuild, with some urgent projects already underway. Since the elimination of Ukraine’s sovereignty and existence are Russian goals, the ability to regain normalcy is an integral part of victory.

In this regard, the Ukrainian people and their government will face trade-offs regarding timelines, prioritization of efforts, leadership, and funding. Although accounting for local context is crucial for success, Ukraine can learn from broad examples of disaster research on both theory and real-world recovery, including RAND research into best practices and the effects of disasters ranging from hurricanes to technical accidents to armed conflicts and examples from literature and practice around the world. As laid out in Chapter 1, the aim of this report is not to offer specific recommendations. Instead, we used this literature to shed light on the trade-offs embedded in recovery choices. We believe that deliberating about ramifications will not only improve the decisionmaking process but also result in outcomes that are easier for the Ukrainian people and the broader international community to understand and accept. The summary of trade-offs is presented in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Trade-Offs of Recovery Decisions

NOTE: IFI = independent fiscal institutions.
Deciding when to start reconstruction involves facing a trade-off between the need to respond to public demand and the need to account for the uncertainty of war. The government must provide support for those who lost everything and incentivize those who fled to return. However, the attacks on Ukraine’s infrastructure have continued into 2023, increasing the cost of rebuilding. Although the situation differed, much can be learned by turning to experiences such as those in Puerto Rico, where long histories of colonialization (De Onís, 2018; García-López, 2018) and outflow migration helped form vulnerabilities responsible for damage during and recovery after Hurricane Maria. Also of note, the distribution of the Marshall Plan funds in Europe began while some fighting was still underway (Eichengreen, 2022).

Decisions related to timelines, prioritization of efforts, leadership, and funding of reconstruction will have to weigh the demand to start reconstruction quickly against the risk of inequitable access to resources and its potential long-term consequences, as well as against the needs of communities and society to recover and process the war in fundamentally slower ways. Examples from broader scholarship that conceptualize and describe the importance of both rapid recovery and slower, deliberate timelines of healing in places such as postearthquake Japan, Türkiye, and Chile can offer insight into these trade-offs. Those places grappled with large earthquakes in 2010 and 2011 and, as mentioned above, engaged in recovery while making different choices around the questions of speed and deliberation (Platt and So, 2017). The most-damaged regions are those where active hostilities continue, and therefore they might benefit little from the first wave of recovery efforts. If the sources of reconstruction funds dry out before the frontline regions can be rebuilt, and there is a clear disparity between these regions and the rest of the country, national unity might crumble.

Another challenge will be synchronizing rebuilding housing and social life infrastructure with restoring economic opportunities. While many internally displaced persons hope to return to their cities, towns, and homes, bringing economic opportunities back might be a lengthier process that depends on different financial mechanisms. Furthermore, the structure of the local economy will likely change. Businesses that relocated might never return, and those that will grow need to be resilient to potential future hostilities. Finally, Ukraine wants to base its recovery on the principle of build back better to improve resilience and energy efficiency, but that requires more time and money than basic shelter to survive the winter.

The decision of who should direct reconstruction reveals trade-offs between sovereignty, capacity, and the risk of corruption. A somewhat similar scenario continues to unfold in places such as Puerto Rico, where disaster recovery is complicated by both persistent corruption in local government and the lack of representation in national government that comes with the island’s colonialized past and modern territorial status (Fischbach et al., 2020). There is overall agreement that Ukraine should take the lead in recovery efforts. With its experience in major infrastructure projects, the government can likely serve as a platform coordinating financial and other aid from the West and the requests coming from local community members who are better
informed about the needs on the ground. However, there are risks of corruption and politicization of the recovery efforts.

Finally, the question of who pays for reconstruction presents trade-offs between the speed, sovereignty, and long-term effects of reconstruction, as witnessed before in large hurricanes in the U.S. Gulf Coast region. Borrowing from international financial institutions will increase already large external debt but comes with an oversight that can reassure foreign investors. Private capital can speed the process up, but the involvement of big investors exacerbates the sovereignty problem, while small investors can have problems with access to capital and insurance for their investments.

Ukraine decisionmakers and civil society will have to be mindful of these trade-offs, as there are no easy and universally beneficial solutions in recovery efforts of this magnitude. Being explicit and transparent about the risks and benefits of each option will be critical.
Abbreviations

COVID-19  coronavirus disease 2019
EU      European Union
GDP     gross domestic product
IFI     independent financial institution
IMF     International Monetary Foundation
UN      United Nations
UNHCR   United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
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In making decisions about reconstruction, the Ukrainian people and their government will face trade-offs regarding timelines, prioritization of efforts, leadership, and funding. Ukraine decisionmakers and civil society will have to be mindful of these trade-offs, as there are no easy and universally beneficial solutions in recovery efforts of this magnitude. Being explicit and transparent about the risks and benefits of each option will be critical.

This report aims to advance the understanding of these trade-offs and their ramifications. This will not only improve the decisionmaking process but also result in outcomes that are easier for the Ukrainian people and the broader international community to understand and accept.